
Case Number Release Note

00056783

Commitments will no longer be allowed to be voided via process imports if the commitments have associated commitment invoices or commitment 

changes against them.

00058166

In the Cost module, when invoices are uploaded via scheduled task imports, the amount retained and retainage released are now updating 

accurately for all invoice statuses.

00061384 Unit Cost and Quantity fields have now been updated to consistently use 4 decimal places in all applicable cost and process pages.

00061605

In the Administration Tools, the copy user functionality works as expected and will not time out when over 1,600 project permissions are being 

copied from one user to another.

00063878 Using the e-Builder EFT (Easy File Transfer) tool, users are now able to sync files with the pound (#) or plus sign (+) in the file name.

00067498 The note on the Schedule Import page has been revised for clarity. Microsoft Project® 2010 files are also listed as an acceptable file format.

00067718

In the Submittals module, when documents are attached to a submittal item, revisions uploaded by an external user will go into the folder specified 

for external users, as opposed to the folder where the original document is located.

00068431 In the Submittals module, an error no longer occurs when sending a large number of submittal items for revision.

00068586

Processes now proceed as expected out of the automation step when the previous step has the setting ‘Give Review and Comment Access’ 

enabled.

00068587

In the Calendar module, additional spaces are no longer added when the description field contains multiple lines. The description will be displayed 

correctly when printed from a calender mail merge template.

00068616 The Home page was optimized to be more responsive regardless of the number of recurring events being loaded in the grid.

00068972 Login agreements will now honor line breaks and formatting from word processing applications.

00069043 When a subscribed document folder is moved or deleted, the correct email notification will be generated providing details of the change.

00069325 In the Reports module, group subtotals are no longer incorrect on reports with more than one group.

00069363 When importing a schedule, the start and end dates now display in the system after the import is complete.

00069706 In the Administration Tools, sorting functionality now works correctly in drop-down list custom fields.

00069720 Project custom fields defined as a decimal will now display properly based on the number of decimal places entered.

00069766 In the Cost module, mail merge containing commitment invoice item amount less retainage field now prints without errors.

00069826 Calendar notifications containing accent marks in the text now display as expected.

00069850

In the Processes module, process submissions show the correct error message when a line item was inputted in the grid footer without clicking the 

add button when a cost control violation exists.

00069851 On the Commitment Details page, line item numbers no longer display with a preceding space in exported files.

00069895

Commitment invoice processes now display invoice item custom fields that are selected by the account administrator when viewing the page in 

read-only mode.
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00069950 In the Cost module, the default Invoice Received date is now set based on the user's time zone.

00069981 On the Manage Project Issue Locations page, clicking a location name no longer causes a java script error.

00070002

The process instance page will no longer close inadvertently if a dependent process instance was launched from that page and then closed. This will 

allow input to continue from the original process instance page.

00070007 In the Processes module, certain PDF file attachments that were not being printed with the process are now visible and available for printing.

00070023 In the Processes module, the columns of the PayApp invoice control have been resized to reduce the amount of horizontal scrolling needed.

00070074 In the Cost module, the Manage Funding page no longer generates an error upon saving changes to a text box.

00070101 On the Commitment Details page, the Unit of Measure column now populates as expected.

00070121 In the Cost module, after selecting commitment change items to print, users are now prompted to Save, Open or Cancel the download.

00070122

In the Processes module, invoice item custom fields now appear in read-only mode when viewing general invoices when this feature is enabled for 

the account.

00070130 In the Cost module, companies with a status of inactive are no longer allowed to be invoiced or to have a commitment created for them.

00070233

On the Commitment Change Details page, an error no longer occurs when editing commitment change items with commitment item custom fields 

for a new scope item.

00070249

In the Reports module, columns with Text Formula fields will be displayed as a text value instead of numeric; therefore, preventing trailing zeros 

from being truncated.

00070340

In the Cost module, when there are no budget custom fields to display, pages of the Cost module will now appear consistent with other areas of 

the product.

00070351 In the Cost module, clearing out an amount on general invoices no longer brings up a NaN.00 value and will instead show 0.00.

00070357 In the Cost module, attachments added from the Documents module to a budget line item can now be removed properly.

00070377 In the Reports module, the progress photos report will now return results and display the progress photos for the selected project.

00070405 In the Forms module, users are now able to close a form after the original form has been changed.

00070485 In the Cost module, project numbers now display when enabled in the administration settings.

00070530 On the Reports page, when using Internet Explorer 7, a java script error no longer occurs when entering text in the filter.

00070584 In the Processes module, a java script error no longer occurs when changing actions on a process instance that has no data tab.

00070599 The Submittal timestamp for attachments now displays the activity time based on the logged in user's time zone. 

00070603

In the Processes module, a process instance error no longer occurs when commitment line item custom fields are enabled and custom fields are 

not defined.

00070639 The Public Bidders page will no longer display an error during the registration step when company custom fields are turned on.
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00070680

When using a custom field as a filter for the submittal register and selecting one of the available lookup values, that value is now reflected in the 

filter.

00070742

When updating the cash flow, entering a long description in the Description field will no longer produce an error. Up to 100 characters may be 

entered in the description of the cash flow.

00070748 In the Home page Announcements area, text will no longer wrap in the middle of words.

00070758 In the Cost module, table headers for invoice items will now lock into place during scrolling.

00070867 On the Process Routing History page, the date stamp now displays the date value based on the logged in user's time zone.

00070906 In the Processes module, the cost links are now displayed as expected on approved general invoice process instances.

00070956 On the Document Log page, when the ‘Show Empty Folders’ check box is selected, only those folders where no files reside will now appear.

00071035 Budget line items with a missing segment can now be accessed in order to be corrected.

00071056 On the Form Type Permissions page, an error no longer occurs when applying changes to form type permissions for existing form instances.

00071070

In the Processes module, the message "You have already taken action on this step" will now be displayed with the proper format on the Instance 

Details page for steps that require majority votes.

00071079 In the Projects module, an error message no longer occurs when you select a custom field value as a fitler for 'Permissions by User'.

00071112

In commitment invoices processes, the retainage amount for invoice items will now return the correct amount based on the entered invoice 

amount.

00071179 In the Cost module, the broken custom invoice line item image no longer appears for allowance items.

00071181 In cost processes, the ‘Total’ footer row now displays as expected after a file is attached.

00071265 In the Forms module, the last login date now uses the time zone of the currently logged in user.

00071281 In the Cost module, account codes with special characters will no longer prevent the attachment dialog box from opening.

00071334 On the Bid Tabulation page, the Cost Total row will now correctly sum vendors' quotes.

00071359 In the Projects module, on the Permissions By User page, filtering by custom field values now properly updates the user list.

00071366

In the Documents module, clicking on a process instance from the "Attached To" tab on the File Properties page will now properly open the 

Instance Details page.

00071508 In a custom client report, the values for current commitments will now display correctly.

00071051 Draft processes now print attachments for one or more attached files.

00071643 In a custom client report, a log message was added and users are now able to run the report through a scheduled task.
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